Group Tour - Ise Shima full-day plan
Recommended spots:
Ago Bay・Ama Hut・Okage Yokocho
07:30
10:30
11:40
Sample
13:30
Itinerary 16:00
19:30

*Note

Departure from Nagoya Station
Kashikojima Espana Cruise [50 mins]
View Ago Bay from Yokoyama Observatory [50 mins]
Ama Hut lunch experience [75 mins]
Okage Yokocho・Oharai-machi [60 mins]
Arrival at Nagoya Station

The itinerary is subject to change depending on traffic and weather condition.
Ama Hut is closed on Thursday.

☆Kashikojima Espana Cruise
Please enjoy the sightseeing cruise of Ago Bay,
the Spanish-themed ship Esperanza. During the
cruise, the ship stops at a model pearl factory
where you can watch the nucleus feeding
operation of cultured pearls.

☆Yokoyama Observatory
There are viewing decks overlooking the
panoramic view of Ago Bay with pearl cultivation
rafts and a ria coast. The scenery of the
approximately 64 islands is absolutely incredible.
You can enjoy the splendid view from Mirador
Shima, a newly opened cafe terrace in 2018. The
terrace of the wood deck has a great view and
you will feel as if you were floating in the sky.

☆Ama Hut
In Toba ans Shima region, traditional female
divers have been fishing the local waters for
thousands of years. To warm up for diving, the
Ama divers built huts on the shore. Please enjoy
the atmosphere of the hut sitting around the
hearth, fresh seafood lunch and the divers' tales
of the sea.

*Shellfish image is 2 portions
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☆Okage Yokocho & Oharai Machi
Okageyokocho Lane is located in the Oharaimachi
area near the Naiku shrine. Built from the Edo era
to the Meiji era, this small alleyway extending
across 13,200 square meters has relocated and
reproduced some historic Japanese architecture.
You can look for specialty souvenirs such as rice
cakes and Ise tea, and enjoy strolling around the
gourmet restaurants associated with Mie
Prefecture.
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